Indirect genetic effects (IGEs) describe how an individual’s behaviour—which is influenced by his or her genotype—can affect the behaviours of interacting individuals. IGE research has focused on dyads. However, insights from social networks research, and other studies of group behaviour, suggest that dyadic interactions are affected by the behaviour of other individuals in the group. To extend IGE inferences to groups of three or more, IGEs must be considered from a group perspective. Here, I introduce the ‘focal interaction’ approach to study IGEs in groups. I illustrate the utility of this approach by studying aggression among natural genotypes of Drosophila melanogaster. I chose two natural genotypes as ‘focal interactants’: the behavioural interaction between them was the ‘focal interaction’. One male from each focal interactant genotype was present in every group, and I varied the genotype of the third male—the ‘treatment male’. Genetic variation in the treatment male’s aggressive behaviour influenced the focal interaction, demonstrating that IGEs in groups are not a straightforward extension of IGEs measured in dyads. Further, the focal interaction influenced male mating success, illustrating the role of IGEs in behavioural evolution. These results represent the first manipulative evidence for IGEs at the group level.

1. Introduction

Indirect genetic effects (IGEs) describe how an individual’s behaviour—which is influenced by his or her genotype—can affect the behaviours of interacting individuals [1]. IGEs can occur when genotypes vary in maternal traits, tendency to cooperate, aggressiveness or in any other trait that affects the phenotypes of conspecifics [1–3]. IGEs are important for understanding individual behaviour and social selection [4], and they can dramatically change the rate and even the direction of behavioural evolution [3,5,6].

IGEs have been identified in a wide range of organisms [7–13], demonstrating that IGEs are common. One limitation of current research is that investigators typically consider IGEs between pairs of individuals [8–10,12,14,15], or in groups containing only two genotypes [11,16,17]; but see [13,18]. However, many organisms including humans interact in groups that include three or more unrelated individuals, each with its own unique genotype.

To further extend the relevance of IGEs to natural systems, it is important to think about how IGEs influence individual behaviours and fitness in multi-genotype groups. In particular, emerging insights from research on social networks suggest that dyadic interactions may be influenced by the behaviours of other group members [19–21]. The most famous example comes from pigtailed macaques, in which a few adult males are socially dominant and intervene in conflicts between other macaques. Experimental removal of these ‘policing’ males dramatically influences play, grooming and aggressive relationships among individuals in the network [22]. Similar ‘indirect’ effects have been discovered in many organisms including humans [23,24], eusocial insects [25] and guppies [26]; in this context, the term ‘indirect’ refers to the scenario in which dyadic
Experimental progress studying IGEs in groups has been hindered by two problems. In free-living organisms, groups contain genotypes that are not a random sample of the population [27–31], which confounds attempts to measure the effects of the genetic composition of the group on the behaviours within a particular dyad [32]. This problem may be partially overcome by studying organisms in which the social environment can be manipulated (including in the wild, e.g. cross-fostering studies). By contrast, in laboratory studies, factorially manipulating the genotypes of all individuals in the group (i.e. the natural extension of typical IGE studies) requires experimenters to study a very large number of genotypic combinations, even for small groups. Even for most laboratory organisms, this type of experiment is prohibitively large.

To begin to experimentally dissect the role of IGEs in groups, I propose a ‘focal interaction’ approach (figure 1). In this design, two genotypes are chosen as ‘focal interactants’; the interaction between them is the ‘focal interaction’. The term ‘focal interaction’ is intended as an analogy to the more traditional ‘focal individual’ approach [33]. In the focal individual approach, a particular individual is the subject of analysis and interacting conspecifics are considered representatives of the social environment. With the focal interaction approach, the behavioural interaction between the focal interactants is the subject of analysis. To identify ‘second-order’ IGEs, investigators can vary the genotypes of other individuals in the group (i.e. everyone except the focal interactants), and analyse the effects of this manipulation on the focal interaction (figure 1). The advantage of this design is that it dramatically reduces the number of treatments that are necessary, relative to a full factorial design, while still enabling researchers to evaluate the aspects of IGEs in groups that cannot be revealed by studies of dyadic IGEs: the potential effects of the genetic composition of the group on dyadic interactions among individuals [23–26]. Researchers studying eavesdropping [34] and audience effects [35] have used similar designs, demonstrating that the social context can influence dyadic behavioural interactions. However, the role of genetic variation in the social environment—i.e. the potential for second-order IGEs—in shaping dyadic interactions has not yet been considered.

Here, I implement the focal interaction approach by studying aggressive male–male interactions among natural genotypes of the fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster, and I assess the implications of the resulting second-order IGEs for male–female mating interactions. Flies represent an ideal test case for understanding IGEs. Adults feed on microflora that grows on rotting fruit [36], so social life revolves around these discrete substrates [37]. Flies readily form groups both in the laboratory [38–40] and in the field [37,41]. Thus, social life is integral to fly biology. Of course, flies are also highly amenable to laboratory studies. In particular, heterozygous genotypes—genetically equivalent to identical twins—may be generated repeatedly under controlled conditions [38,40,42]; as heterozygotes, these individuals are genetically indistinguishable from wild flies [43,44]. Using this technique, social groups with specific compositions of natural genotypes may be replicated under controlled conditions [18]. Many studies of dyadic IGEs have been conducted on flies [7,10,13,14,16] including work on IGEs for fly aggressiveness [45].

To extend these findings to a group context, I chose two natural genotypes as focal interactants. One male from each of two focal interactant genotypes was present in every group. The third male in the group—termed the ‘treatment male’—was one of six natural genotypes from the same population as the focal interactants (figure 1). I allowed flies to interact in an environment with a single food patch. By measuring the aggressive behaviour of all individuals, I could determine how the genotype and behaviour of the treatment male influenced the focal interaction, i.e. the number of times that the focal interactants aggressively lunged at each other. By analysing the focal interaction across replicated groups, I could discriminate between random variation in the focal interaction, and variation in the focal interaction that was consistently associated with genetic variation in the behaviour of the treatment male. The latter finding would provide evidence for second-order IGEs, indicating that IGEs in groups are not a straightforward extension of dyadic IGEs.

After observing the behaviour of the three males for 30 min, I added a single virgin female to the group and measured which male she mated with, allowing me to determine whether second-order IGEs for male–male aggressiveness had consequences for male mating success [45].

2. Material and methods

(a) Genotypes

All flies were recurrent F1’s made by repeatedly crossing the same inbred parental lines. The parental lines were originally derived from a population in Raleigh, NC, USA, and are numbered arbitrarily (DPGP.org). The direction of the crosses was consistent, to control for maternal effects. For example, genotype 1/2 would be generated by crossing virgin females of genotype 1 to males of genotype 2. The focal interactant crosses were: 208/712 and 707/765. I chose these genotypes as focal interactants based on prior data (J. B. Saltz 2012, unpublished data) which suggested that they show moderate, but different, levels of aggressiveness in a group context. Specifically, I expected 208/712 to be, on average, more aggressive than 707/765. I chose genotypes with moderate levels of aggressiveness because they represent ‘average flies’ from this population. The six treatment genotype crosses were likewise expected to span a range of aggressiveness based on prior data.

![Figure 1. Focal interaction approach. Two male genotypes—genotype A and genotype B—were designated ‘focal interactants’. One male from each of these genotypes was present in every group. The genotype of third male, the ‘treatment male’, varied across groups. Measuring the effect of the behaviour of the treatment male on the focal interaction permits inference about the role of IGEs in groups.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
(J. B. Saltz 2012, unpublished data). The treatment genotypes were: 306/391, 304/862, 315/365, 486/380, 637/517 and 732/774. The female genotype was the same in all trials: 303/313. No genotypes shared sires or dams, so relatedness did not vary among groups and could not account for differences in behaviour.

For simplicity, I will refer to focal interactant genotype 208/712 as ‘genotype A’ and focal interactant genotype 707/765 as ‘genotype B’.

(b) Rearing

Rearing vials contained approximately 10 ml of standard fly food and were founded by 10 males and 10 virgin females, to minimize variability in larval diversity and to ensure a low-competition larval environment. Within 8 h of eclosion, flies were housed in vials (males individually, females in groups of 5) in the experimental room, where they were entrained to a 12 L:12 D cycle. Trials began when flies were 3 days old; no individual flies were used in more than one trial.

Each fly was carefully marked with a small dab of coloured paint on the day it eclosed [42]. The paint dots allowed me to discriminate between the male genotypes. The paint colour received by the focal interactants was alternated between trials; as in previous experiments [42], paint colour did not affect behaviour in any of the analyses.

(c) Environment

To ensure that all flies had the opportunity to encounter each other, groups interacted in relatively small (10 cm diameter, 4 cm high) circular arenas made from Petri dishes. Each arena contained a single (4 cm diameter, 0.5 cm high) patch containing grapefruit food, with a small smear of live yeast on the surface. The grapefruit food was made from a batch containing 9.5 g agar, 18 g yeast extract, 13.5 g malt sugar, 0.25 l water and 0.25 l 100% grapefruit juice [39].

(d) Groups

Each group included one A male, one B male and a male from one of the six treatment genotypes (the treatment male). Each treatment genotype was replicated 21 or 22 times, for a total of 128 trials.

(e) Behavioural assay

The three males were added to the arena without anaesthesia approximately 1 h after lights on. Males were allowed to acclimate for 30 min. Informal observations indicated that aggressive interactions rarely occurred during the acclimation time. After 30 min, I recorded male behaviour for 30 min. I recorded whether each male perched on the food patch, but not the amount of time that the male spent on the patch. I also recorded all instances of lunging behaviour [46], including which male performed the lunge and at whom the lunge was directed.

After 30 min of observation, I added a single virgin female (genotype 303/313; see above) and recorded which male she mated with. Females mated within 30 min in all trials except one, and this trial was removed from the mating analysis. Each female mated with only one male during the 30-min observation period.

(f) Analysis

To describe the focal interaction, I summed the number of times that A males lunged at B males, and the number of times that B males lunged at A males. To appropriately model the data, which were non-normal, generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) were fitted using SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS 2009). I modelled counts of lunges using a Poisson distribution with a logarithm link function, and mating success using a binary distribution with a logit link function. The number of flies that perched on the patch during the 30-min observation period could range from 0 to 3 (the latter if all three males perched on the patch at least once during the 30 min). Changes in behaviour may not be linearly related to the number of flies on the food patch (especially for mating success [39]); instead of explicitly estimating these nonlinear terms, which were not the focus of this study, I modelled the number of males on that perch on the patch as a classification variable. Because I chose genotypes based on their aggressiveness in prior studies, I modelled the genotypes of the focal interactant and treatment males as fixed predictors. Trial number was modelled as random subject effect to account for repeated measures of the same group (as reflected in the denominator degrees of freedom; SAS 9.2 user’s guide). Models included an overdispersion parameter to avoid inflation of F-statistics [47]. Note that parameter estimates from GLMMs do not have intrinsic meaning and therefore can only be meaningfully compared within a given model [48]. I ran six different models to describe aggressive behaviour (described in table 1), so all p-values reported for aggressive behaviour are the nominal p-values multiplied by 6, to correct for multiple testing.

3. Results

(a) Dyadic IGEs: aggressive encounters between the treatment male and each focal interactant

In order to generate variation in the social environment of the focal interactants—i.e. to potentially cause IGEs—treatment genotypes must differ in behaviour. I found substantial evidence that the genotype of the treatment male influenced how often he aggressively lunged at A males (aggression model 1, table 1: F3,119 = 100.88, p < 0.0006) and at B males (aggression model 2: F3,119 = 5.31, p = 0.0011; figure 2a).

IGE theory predicts that the aggressiveness of the focal interactants (whose genotypes are standard in all trials) towards the treatment male might depend on the genetically influenced aggressiveness of that treatment male (aggression model 3, table 1).

I found strong support for this prediction. On average, focal interactants lunged more times at treatment males that were more aggressive (parameter estimate = 0.1014, F1,125 = 37.082, p < 0.0006). Genotype A males and genotype B males lunged at treatment males different numbers of times (F1,125 = 18.81, p < 0.0006); means for each focal interactant genotype indicated that A males were more aggressive than B males (A mean = 0.95 lunges, range = 0–27; B mean = 0.28 lunges, range = 0–17). Because the treatment male’s aggressiveness differs among treatment genotypes, and this same behaviour affected the aggressiveness of the focal interactant males, this result demonstrates that IGEs influenced focal interactant aggressiveness (figure 2b).

Further, there was a significant interaction between these effects: the number of times that a focal interactant male lunged at the treatment male depended on the focal interactant’s genotype and also on the number of times he was lunged at by the treatment male (focal interactant genotype × number of treatment male lunges: F1,125 = 7.73, p = 0.02). This interaction suggests that the strength of the IGEs varied across focal interactant genotypes.

(b) Second-order IGEs: effects of treatment male on focal interaction

This experiment was not only designed to measure ‘traditional’ IGEs (as above), but also to evaluate the prediction from social networks research that the treatment male could influence the focal interaction itself. Second-order IGEs...
Table 1. Results of GLMMs describing aggressive behaviour. All models were generalized linear mixed models (see Methods). All p-values were corrected for six tests. Parameter estimates are reported for continuous effects, but note that parameter estimates from GLMMs can only be meaningfully compared within a given model. Not all factors were included in all models (see text); factors not included in a given model are left blank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model number</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>response variable</th>
<th>treatment male genotype</th>
<th>males on patch</th>
<th>focal interactant genotype (A or B)</th>
<th>treatment male lunges at focal interactant</th>
<th>focal interactant genotype × treatment male lunges at focal interactant</th>
<th>treatment male lunges at A male</th>
<th>treatment male lunges at B male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>genetic variation in treatment male aggressiveness towards A males</td>
<td>treatment male number of lunges</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>genetic variation in treatment male aggressiveness towards B males</td>
<td>treatment male number of lunges</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>dyadic IGEs genotype A or B male number of lunges at treatment male</td>
<td>genotype A or B male number of lunges at treatment male</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.1035**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>second-order IGEs focal interaction (number of lunges)</td>
<td>focal interaction (number of lunges)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.05427</td>
<td>0.09834*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>second-order IGEs: genotype A number of lunges at B</td>
<td>genotype A number of lunges at B</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>second-order IGEs: genotype B number of lunges at A</td>
<td>genotype B number of lunges at A</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1048**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001.
would be indicated if a behaviour that varied across treatment genotypes was also associated with differences in the number of times that the focal interactants lunged at each other (i.e. the focal interaction). The dotted line represents a linear regression between the focal interaction and the number of times that the treatment male lunged at B males (crosses), and the total number of times that the focal interactants lunged at each other (i.e. the focal interaction). The dotted line represents a linear regression between the focal interaction and the number of times that the treatment male lunged at B males. N = 128 trials.

Figure 2. IGEs in groups. Arrows represent statistically significant effects of the treatment male’s genotype on aggressive behaviour in the group; plus signs indicate that the coefficient of interaction, psi, was always positive. (a) Treatment male genotypes differ in aggressiveness. (b) More aggressive treatment male genotypes are lunged at more times by the focal interactants, representing dyadic IGEs. (c) Second-order IGEs: genetic variation in treatment male aggressiveness influences the focal interaction (solid arrow); in particular, the treatment male’s aggressiveness towards B males affects the focal interaction (dotted arrow).

Figure 3. The focal interaction is affected by genetic variation in treatment male aggressiveness. x-axis describes the number of times that the treatment male lunged at B males. y-axis represents the number of times genotype A males lunged at B males (circles), the number of times genotype B males lunged at A males (crosses), and the total number of times that the focal interactants lunged at each other (i.e. the focal interaction). The dotted line represents a linear regression between the focal interaction and the number of times that the treatment male lunged at B males. N = 128 trials.


(c) Mating consequences of the focal interaction
To determine whether second-order IGEs had consequences for reproductive success, I evaluated whether the mating success of each focal interactant was influenced by the focal interaction and all by the factors affecting the focal interaction, i.e. the number of males who perched on the patch during the 30-min observation period, and the number of times that the treatment male lunged at B males. I also considered two-way interactions between focal interactant genotype and each of these factors.

I found no significant additive effect of the number of males who perched on the patch (F$_{1,120}$ = 0.05, p = 0.98), the number of times the treatment male lunged at B males (parameter estimate $-0.033$, F$_{1,120}$ = 0.94, p = 0.33) or the focal interaction itself (parameter estimate $-0.117$, F$_{1,120}$ = 0.09, p = 0.76) on focal interactant mating success. The two focal interactant genotypes did not mate at different frequencies on average (F$_{1,120}$ = 0.79, p = 0.38).

Instead, the effect of the focal interaction depended on the genotype of the focal interactant (focal interaction x focal interactant genotype: F$_{1,120}$ = 6.15, p = 0.015). Inspection of means for each genotype (figure 4) suggests that this interaction term reflects an increase in the likelihood of mating for A males when the focal interactant males lunged at each other more times; and the opposite for B males. Similarly, the effect of the number of males who perched on the patch (number of males x focal interactant genotype: F$_{3,120}$ = 3.86, p = 0.011) on focal interactant mating success depended on the genotype of the focal interactant. There was no significant interaction between the number of times the treatment male lunged at B males and the focal interactant genotype...
effect of genetic variation in treatment, male behaviour on containing less-aggressive treatment genotypes (figure 3). The interactants lunged at each other more times than in groups containing more aggressive treatment genotypes, the focal variance-based and trait-based analyses, I found that in groups interaction [49]. By using the focal interaction approach with both male trait (in this case, aggressiveness) on the focal interaction, and trait-based analyses consider the effects of genetic variation in a particular treatment genotype: $F_{1,120} = 0.64, p = 0.43$).

4. Discussion

Extending IGE inferences beyond the level of the dyad is critical to understanding social behaviour and behavioural evolution. Here, I report that dyadic aggressive interactions between a standard pair of D. melanogaster males are influenced by genetic variation in their social group. To my knowledge, this represents the first direct manipulative evidence for second-order IGEs. Further, second-order IGEs had genotype-specific consequences for male mating success, suggesting that second-order IGEs can provide critical insights into social selection.

Second-order IGEs are likely to be common because many animals interact in social groups or networks [19–21]. Second-order IGEs have been hypothesized to contribute to genetic variation in human behaviour, including mental illness [31], but this hypothesis is difficult to test in free-living organisms. The focal interaction approach presented here provides a way to study second-order IGEs using a tractable number of individuals, if the social environment can be experimentally manipulated. The focal interaction approach is amenable to both variance-based and trait-based IGE analyses: variance-partitioning analyses consider the effects of different treatment male genotypes on the focal interaction, and trait-based analyses consider the effects of genetic variation in a particular treatment male trait (in this case, aggressiveness) on the focal interaction [49]. By using the focal interaction approach with both variance-based and trait-based analyses, I found that in groups containing more aggressive treatment genotypes, the focal interactants lunged at each other more times than in groups containing less-aggressive treatment genotypes (figure 3). The effect of genetic variation in treatment, male behaviour on the focal interaction was not revealed by typical IGE analyses, which usually consider dyadic interactions or group averages.

In IGE theory, the coefficient of interaction $\psi$ describes the degree to which the behaviour of one individual affects the behaviour of an interacting individual [1–3]. In this experiment, the two focal interactant genotypes exhibited plasticity in aggressiveness in response to different aspects of the social environment. Genotype A males exhibited different levels of aggressiveness towards B males, depending on the number of males on the patch, whereas genotype B males varied their aggressiveness towards A males depending on the aggressive behaviour of the treatment male. The genetic differences in behavioural plasticity evident in this experiment add to the growing literature demonstrating that the coefficient of interaction $\psi$ varies across genotypes [9,11,15] which is a necessary condition for plasticity to evolve [11,50–52].

Subtle differences in behavioural plasticity between the focal interactant genotypes highlight the major drawback of the focal interaction approach: that insights garnered from a particular focal interaction may not be generalizable to alternate focal interactions. The focal interaction approach may be most fruitful in cases in which there is some a priori reason to choose a focal interaction. If possible, the experiment may also be replicated with additional sets of focal interactants.

Aggressiveness is heritable in natural populations of fruitflies [45,52,53] and even in laboratory stocks that have presumably undergone long-term directional selection [54]. If females prefer more aggressive males, as is commonly assumed, such directional selection should erode genetic variation in aggressiveness. Indeed, I found in all cases that the sign of the coefficient of interaction, $\psi$, was positive, i.e. higher numbers of 3 aggressive lunges by one individual were associated with more lunges by interacting individuals. Positive values of $\psi$ are expected to accelerate the action of directional selection that erodes variation [11].

However, the interpretation of this finding is complicated by the fact that sexual selection on aggressiveness was not directional. Instead, the optimum level of aggressiveness in the group differed among the focal interactant genotypes: genotype A males were more likely to mate in groups in which there were high levels of aggressive interactions, whereas genotype B males showed the opposite pattern (figure 4). An increase in the mating success of A males does not necessarily imply a decrease in the mating success of B males across trials, because the treatment male also mated. Out of the 127 trials in which mating occurred, A males mated 54 times, B males mated 39 times and treatment males mated 34 times. Thus, the opposing effect of the focal interaction on A males and B males is not a statistical artefact, but instead implies that the fitness consequences of aggressive behaviour in the group differed between genotypes. This result is broadly consistent with previous work [39] suggesting that genotypes that are less aggressive on average also have lower mating rates in aggressive social contexts. This type of genotype-by-social environment interaction for mating success can adaptively maintain heritable variation in male aggressiveness [55–57]. Further research is needed to determine how sexual selection generated by second-order IGEs contributes to the depletion and/or adaptive maintenance of genetic variation in social behaviour.

Genetic variation in the behaviour of the treatment male significantly affected the focal interaction (figure 3, aggression model 4) but I did not detect a direct effect of the treatment

Figure 4. The focal interaction differentially affects the mating success of the focal interactant genotypes. x-axis describes the number of times that the focal interactants lunged at each other, y-axis represents least-squared mean (adjusted for other factors in the model; see text) probability of mating for A males (circles, solid line) and B males (crosses, dotted line). The total probability of mating for each level of the focal interaction is not constrained to be 1, because the treatment male could also mate. Regression lines illustrate the strength and direction of the relationship between the focal interaction and mating success for each focal interactant genotype. $N = 127$ trials.
male’s behaviour on focal interactant mating success. This result suggests that a simple analysis of mating success, without considering second-order IGEs, would not have revealed the complexity of male–male interactions that ultimately influenced mating success. Thus, consideration of IGEs is important for understanding sexual selection in groups. Creative application of the focal individual approach across species will doubtless provide novel insights into the expression and evolution of social behaviours.
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